To: MEXICO CITY
No: 262

1 May 1944

Pass on the following instructions from the directorate [РУКОВОДСТВО] (a):

"URIPE[1], MIJE[МИЖЕ][11], ANTON[111] ([2 groups unrecovered]
HERNANDEZ[ЕРНАНДЕС]):

1. [1 group unrecovered] received personally from HERNANDEZ.
2. [1 group unrecovered] before his

HERNANDEZ should refuse
[22 groups unrecovered]
[15 groups unrecoverable]

Dolores[iv], LISTER[v], MODESTO[v]."

VIKTOR

T.N. [a] Directorate - not in the formal sense but as a collective referring to "the leaders".

Comments: [1] Vicente URIPE GALDANO
[111] Possibly Francisco ANTON, a Spanish Communist leader who arrived in Mexico with Jesús HERNANDEZ in December 1943. (España Popular 17 Dec.43).
[iv] Dolores IBARRURI.
[v] Probably General Enrique Rodriguez LISTER PORJA and General Juan MODESTO respectively, outstanding military figures of the Spanish Civil War.
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